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Abstract. A logic method for structural-parametric synthesis of a binary dynamical system 

with a given periodic trajectory is proposed. This method provides a constructive solution for 

the considered problem.  The attraction region of such a trajectory must coincide with a given 

subset of the state space. An additional constraint sets the acceptable time for reaching this 

trajectory from its attraction region. As admissible structures for dynamical models of the 

synthesis, we consider the following systems: linear systems, systems with the disjunctive and 

conjunctive right sides. All conditions of the problem are written in the form of a quantified 

Boolean formula with subsequent verification of its truth using a specialized solver, which 

gives values of the required parameters of the dynamical model. The software implementation 

of the proposed method in the form of a composite service is presented. All stages of the 

parametric synthesis of a Boolean network based on the proposed method are demonstrated in 

the example of a one-step linear system. 

1. Introduction 
Our research is focused on solving the problem of synthesizing a Boolean network with a given 

periodic trajectory and a constraint on the time it takes to reach this trajectory.  

We use a logic method (the Boolean constraints method [1]) for synthesizing a dynamical model 

with the required property of cyclicity of a given trajectory. A dynamical property is written as a 

formula in the applied predicate logic language with bounded quantifiers of existence and universality. 

The parameters of the Boolean network are selected based on this formal requirement by solving the 

problem of verifying the truth of a quantified Boolean formula with the simultaneous construction of a 

constructive solution to the parametric synthesis problem. 

The proposed method for the parametric synthesis of a binary dynamic system (BDS) is 

implemented as a composite service [2] based on our microservice-oriented framework [3]. The 

microservice-oriented implementation makes it easy to reuse, update, and replace software 

components and also provides a lightweight messaging protocol for their interaction [4]. 

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, works related to the research topic are considered. 

Classes of dynamic models and the problem statement of structural-parametric synthesis of BDS with 

a given periodic trajectory are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, a method for solving the structural-

parametric synthesis problem for a linear BDS is proposed. The method implementation is given in 

Section 5. In Section 6, the synthesis of the Boolean network is considered in the example of a one-

step linear system using the proposed method. The final section 7 summarizes the research results and 

lists the advantages of the proposed method. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Related work 

Periodic trajectories (cycles) are a significant component of the phase portrait of any BDS due they 

determine the long-term behavior of the system after the completion of transient processes. A large 

number of studies (for example, [1, 5-12]) are devoted to the search for cycles of unit length 

(equilibrium states, fixed points). From our point of view, this problem has been fully solved. Methods 

for searching for the cycles of a fixed but greater than one length are considered in [1, 13-15]. 

Computationally, this problem is more complicated than finding fixed points. Even more great 

difficulties arise during constructing the entire set of cycles [16-18], especially for systems with a high 

dimension of the state vector. The problems listed above are related to BDS analysis problems. 

The inverse problem is equally important. This problem is the structural-parametric synthesis of a 

dynamic model of a Boolean network with a given behavior in a steady-state and additional 

constraints on the parameters of the transient process. The most active research in this direction is 

observed when the required set of one-point attractors is given. In particular, two algorithms for the 

synthesis of a Boolean network are proposed in [19]. These algorithms are based on a random search 

procedure. In the first algorithm, a predictor set is randomly generated for each node.  This set satisfies 

the specified constraints on the number of elements in the predictors. In the second algorithm, a 

transition diagram is randomly assigned with a given set of attractors. Next, the constraints are 

checked using the obtained set of predictors. In [20], the problem of constructing large-scale networks 

with given attractors and their maximum domains of attraction is considered. In [21], a particular case 

of the synthesis of a Boolean network for a given set of attractors is considered when each Boolean 

function represents the conjunction or disjunction of literals. All the above methods use, to some 

extent, a Boolean network graph. 

In [22], to solve the synthesis problem, a method of reduction (simplification) of a Boolean 

network graph was proposed. Additionally, this method was demonstrated on a biological example of 

an apoptosis gene regulatory network. The problem of structural-parametric synthesis of BDS with a 

given periodic trajectory of length greater than one and a constraint on the nature of convergence to 

this trajectory is not considered in this article. However, the importance of such a problem is noted. 

The author considers its solution as one of the directions for further research. Issues of synthesis of 

cyclic finite automata representing a specific class of technologic machines of discrete action 

(hydraulic and pneumatic drives) are considered in [23]. A method is proposed for describing the 

operation of cyclic automata using cyclograms with their further transformation to an accepted 

automaton description in the form of transition tables. It should be noted that cyclicity is the main 

mode of functioning of a large number of objects, for example, control systems for industrial robots 

[24], systems for correcting human gait [25], etc. In this regard, it becomes necessary to synthesize 

discrete control devices (so-called signal distributors) that provide the specified cyclicity parameters. 

3. Mathematical model and problem statement 

The solution to the problem of synthesis of a BDS, the phase portrait of which contains only one given 

periodic trajectory possessing the property of attraction [1], is considered within the framework of 

three classes of dynamic models of the following form: 

 ,)0(,)()1( 0xXUtXAtX    (1) 

where ,...2,1,0t  is the discrete time, ))(),...(),(()( 21 txtxtxcoltX n  is the state vector, 

}1,0{,)(  BBtX n , nB  is the state space of the system (1), ),...,,( 21 nuuucolU   is the constant 

binary control vector, A is a binary matrix of the dimension nn ,  is the symbol of the operation of 

multiplying a matrix by a vector, which can take three values, namely *, , and , which are symbols 

of Boolean, conjunctive and disjunctive multiplication, respectively; the symbol   means the 

operation of componentwise addition 2mod , disjunction or conjunction of two Boolean vectors, 

depending on the value of the operation . 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Let us define each of the listed operations as follows: 
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Here symbols ,   ,  mean the Boolean operation of addition 2mod , disjunction and conjunction. 

The operation * defines a linear BDS.  The operation  defines BDS with the disjunctive right side 

and the operation  - BDS with the conjunctive right side. For the sake of brevity, the state vector 

)(tX  will be written as tx , ,...2,1,0t . 

We define a cyclic trajectory of length m as a sequence of states ),...,( 1 mccC   so that system (1) 

passes from the state ic  to the state 1ic  ( 1,1  mi ), and from the state mc  a transition to the state 1c  

takes place.  

It is required for system (1) to find a matrix *A  and a control vector *U  such that the system 

 ** )()1( UtXAtX   (2) 

had a single cyclic trajectory C and for any state nBx 0  system (2) would go to one of the states of 

the set C in one step, that is, the following condition would be satisfied: 

 

CUxAx  *0*1  . 

 

In this case, 0x  plays the role of a control parameter that ensures the start of a cyclic trajectory from a 

given state. 

Another formulation of the problem is that the set of possible initial states is bounded by the 

condition }0{\0 nBx  , where {0} denotes the zero state. This limitation makes it possible to solve 

the posed problem with admissible constant control U=0.  

4. Solution method  

Without loss of generality, consider the problem of synthesizing the characteristic matrix A and the 

control vector U for a linear BDS of the form (1). 

It is known that the linear system of equations (1) with an initial state nBx 0  in a one-step 

transition is equivalent to one Boolean equation   
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Each pair of neighboring states from the set C, according to the definition of a cyclic trajectory, 

must satisfy the following system of Boolean equations: 
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According to (3), the system of equations (4) is equivalent to one Boolean equation 
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It is assumed that the set of states C of a cyclic trajectory is determined by solutions of the Boolean 

equation 
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The condition }0{\0 nBx   is equivalent to the following Boolean equation: 
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Following the Boolean constraints method [1] and the definitions introduced above, the conditions 

of the posed problem are written in the form of the following formulas in the language of predicate 

logic with bounded quantifiers of existence and universality: 
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where ),,,( 10 UAxxL , ),(1 UA , )( 1
2 x , )( 0

3 x  are characteristic functions of Boolean constraints 

(3, 5-7), respectively. The corresponding to (8) quantified Boolean formulas have the following form: 
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where 10 ,,, xxUA   are sets of the following subject variables: 
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The total number of subject variables is nn 32  . 

If the quantified Boolean formulas (9) corresponding to the problem statements are TRUE, then a 

solution (at least one matrix *A  and vector *U ) exists. Otherwise, the problem has no solution. 

5. Method implementation 

The proposed method for the parametric synthesis of BDS is implemented as a composite service [26] 

based on the multiagent platform HPCSOMAS-MSC [3]. This approach makes it possible to develop a 

distributed scalable system whose components are microservices, which may be implemented using 



 

 

 

 

 

 

heterogeneous technologies and paradigms [2]. The microservice architecture supports modularity, 

encapsulation, partial deployment, and decentralized control, which improves the fault tolerance in a 

distributed multiagent system [27]. The distribution of modules on different server nodes and an 

independent language of interaction allows the using various programming languages and the 

developing modules for multiple operating systems. This approach is convenient for solving the 

considered problem of parametric synthesis since it provides the possibility of using previously 

developed by authors or free software, implemented as microservices, to create a Boolean model, 

check its truth, and post-process the results. The scheme of composite service for the parametric 

synthesis of BDS is shown in Figure 1. 

 

The atomic microservices included in this service are launched when the data is ready by the 

HPCSOMAS agent [28] installed on the corresponding server node. These microservices have 

program and web interfaces and can work autonomously. The composite service automates the 

following stages of solving the problem of parametric synthesis of BDS:  

 

 Generating Boolean constraints (3, 4, 6) based on user-specified states of a periodic trajectory. 

These constraints are generated in an algebraic normal form (ANF). 

 Generating the final formula (4) corresponding to the problem statement. With the help of the 

microservice Sage File Executor (SFE), files of the “.sagews” type are first generated for 

constraints ),,,( 10 UAxxL , ),(1 UA , and )( 1
2 x  (3, 4, 6), and then the converter ANF = 0 

 CNF=1 [29] is launched to obtain CNF in DIMACS format [30]. The received CNFs are 

combined. The web interface of the SFE microservice is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 1. Composite service scheme. Figure 2. The web interface of the SFE service. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 Converting CNF. Constraints )( 1
3 x  are included in CNF, and the Plaistid-Greenbaum 

transformation [31] is used if }0{\0 nBx   (the user can specify the exception of the zero 

state {0} when setting the problem). If necessary, the Zeitin transformation is applied [32]. 

For the final formation of QBF in the QDIMACS format [33], existential and universality 

quantifiers are added following formulas (9). 

 Verifying the truth of the QBF. For small-scale problems, the truthiness of formulas (9) is 

performed using the QSAT solver DepQBF [34] with the “issue a certificate” option set 

[35]. In our case, the certificate is the matrix A and the vector U. For calculating one more 

solution (if it exists), a clause *
1

*
11 i

n
iij

n
j

n
i ua     is added to the final formula. This 

clause corresponds to the constraint that excludes the repeated finding of the obtained 

solution ** ,UA . After updating this formula, the DepQBF solver is run again. For 

problems of large dimensions, the previously developed parallel solver Hpcqall [36] is 

used. 

 Post-processing of the obtained results. If a solution to the problem is found, the matrix *A  

and vector *U  are formed using the certificate issued by DepQBF. 

6. Illustrative examples 

Let us consider in detail all the stages of the parametric synthesis of a Boolean network using two 

simple examples of a one-step linear system of dimension n = 4 with cyclic trajectories including two 

and four states. The property of attraction to a cycle in one step is a strong requirement; however, for 

both examples, it was possible to obtain a constructive solution to the problem of synthesizing a given 

periodic trajectory. 

6.1. Example 1 

Let n = 4, nBx 0 , and the set C includes two states (m = 2): )0110( ),1001( 21 colccolc  . 

Let ),...,,( 2821 zzzZ   be an ordered set of Boolean variables, 2Bzi   for all 28,1i . We use the 

following encoding of subject variables, namely elements of the matrix A and vectors U, 0x  and 1x : 
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Boolean constraints (3, 4, 6) are conveniently represented in the ANF: 
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Using the composite HPCSOMAS service, we obtain QBF (9) and verify its truth. The problem has 

eight solutions (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3. Solutions for example 1. 

For the first of the obtained solutions, the scalar representation of the BDS (2) has the following 

form: 
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The transition diagram of system (2) is shown in Figure 4. 

6.2. Example 2 

Let us perform a parametric synthesis of a Boolean network using a one-step linear system of 

dimension n = 4 for the case when nBx 0  and the set C includes four states (m = 4): 

).1010(),0101(),0110( ),1001( 4321 colccolccolccolc   

In this case, the Boolean constraint (3) remains the same and has the form (10). For m = 4, the 

system (4) is written as follows: 

 UcAcUcAcUcAcUcAc  41342312 *   ,*   ,*   ,* . (11) 

For the given states of the set C, constraint (11) has the following form: 
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The Boolean constraint Cx 1  is written as follows: 1   ,1 28272625  zzzz . 

Similar to example 1, we get QBF (9) in QDIMACS format, using the HPCSOMAS service. When 

checking the truth of this QBF, 16 solutions were obtained. For the first of the obtained solutions 
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the scalar representation of the BDS (2) has the following form: 
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The transition diagram of system (2) is shown in Figure 5. 

 

  

Figure 4.  The transition diagram to example 1. Figure 5.  The transition diagram to example 2. 

In both examples, we used the condition nBx 0 , which means that the zero state {0} belongs to 

the attraction region of the cycle. Therefore, the acceptable values of U are bounded by the states of 

set C. It is evident from the analysis of the solutions in both examples.  

Additionally, it should be noted that the transition diagram in each of the above examples is 

structurally equivalent in the sense that each state of the periodic trajectory has the same number of 

predecessors that do not belong to the cycle. 

7. Conclusion 

A logic method is proposed for solving the problem of structural-parametric synthesis of BDS with the 

required periodic trajectory and the time to reach this trajectory from the region of its attraction. 

Service-oriented automation tools are developed for all stages of solving this problem based on the 

proposed method. 

If necessary, the property formula can accommodate multi-step transitions, restrictions on the 

trajectory length within the attraction region, and other requirements. The formal specification of a 

property (in contrast to its verbal description) does not allow the interpretation ambiguity of the 

meaning of a property. Such specification allows, through a series of sequential formal 

transformations, to form a model of a dynamic property in the form of a Boolean constraint (a 

quantified Boolean formula). This model satisfies both the logic specification of the property and the 

equations of binary system dynamics. 

The novelty of obtained results consists in a highly formalized approach to solving problems of 

qualitative analysis and parametric synthesis of BDS based on the Boolean constraints method and its 

implementation using microservice technology. The practical application of the developed tools is due 

to the widespread use of BDS as models of the objects under study in various subject areas. For 



 

 

 

 

 

 

example, the BDS synthesized in this study can be attributed to the so-called signal distributors since 

the sequence of states (signals) formed at the BDS outputs is applicable in biological applications, in 

industrial robot control systems, in human gait correction systems, etc. 
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